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I'd recommend this to any mother or father struggling through this horrible disease . They
contain the hands of others going right through the maze and nightmare of actually fighting to
for his or her children's life. My 6 year old boy has just been diagnosed and I am so happy to
have this publication to come back to for help. I found thus many similarities to my story here in
this publication. I sure wish our family would have had this guide whenever we started this trip .
MaryAnn Gray A good place to start for parents This book has many good aspects about Lyme's
that a parent may not always consider, like how tired students might be because of this disease.
I am so happy this book is available to families entering into the Lyme globe to help them
navigate the complexities. I wish I had read this book years back. I'd recommend this to any
parent struggling through this horrible disease with their child. This source helped tame my fears
and empowered me to meet up with his college district; Too many ... This book is quite a long
time coming. Too many of us suffered without the knowledge we had a need to help us through
this challenging illness. The truth is that kids have to continue on with their schooling while
battling this.. Most parents depend and believe and have faith in the medical professionals who
are caring for their family. But she has noticed many, many different sufferers, so her
background was quite varied and precious. We must be our own advocates. This publication is a
priceless device not only one that parents must have but anyone trying to save their own lifestyle
and learning as they go.I have already been fighting lyme for an extended long time but still
learned things from this book We didn't know. We've seen countless experts and doctors and
have only lately come to discover that my girl has been suffering from Lyme Disease. It also
reminds us that likely to school and other activities may be exceptionally difficult for kids who've
it severely. However, there have been aspects of her publication that I could have gone. This
book is certainly nothing short of something special conceived by two ladies who have been
there. The solid tips in this reserve to cope with the naysayers is definitely invaluable. This illness
we contact Lyme Disease can be a different ballgame.! I've been an individual parent of a child
who offers been suffering for over 4 years. It provides taken over her existence and mine and
provides taken every minute of my period and every ounce of my power to sort out this. Authors
- thank you for heading before us and producing the road a little smoother. This well crafted
book can be an easy go through from multiple perspectives Thank you to Sandra Berenbaum
and Dorothy Leland!!! I came across your book 3 days before my boy was to possess his first IEP
conference, after being told his 504 was not working for him or the institution any longer. This
book is quite a long time coming. educated with an open up heart and open brain for all
included. That meeting was successful, and my child is thriving again, on days he is able to, and
supported on times when he is getting challenged by his Lyme/PANS. Many thanks Thank you
Many thanks! Excellent Guide Great insight.! Frequently children's complaints are put aside as
false or exaggerated. This well crafted book can be an easy read from multiple perspectives.
Lyme and Family's Great info, mixed treatment and knowledgable Dr's. Supportive family No clue
where it went after downloading. I straight down loaded it and may’t fond it. Tell family,
teachers, college administrators! Thank you for writing such essential work. I only wish I
acquired it 5 years previously at the beginning of our Lyme trip. I've purchased many books
today and pass them to family, close friends and new support staff. And there is absolutely no
real information about alternative methodology to take care of it, such as natural therapists who
could actually have some achievement to fix it. Fabulous book, readable and very relevant. I DID
NOT PURCHASE THIS ITEM. I DID NOT Buy THIS ITEM. Very informative This book is filled with
helpful stories, science, and scenarios and resources.. Excellent helpful resource Exceptional
book for parents very helpful in my scenario with my daughter. Five Stars So helpful
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